
Dear readers,

After a sunny summer break, we are reporting back to you today with hot news from the expert world 
of bulk solids processes. 

In this issue, you will find out about the things that you should consider when buying a free-fall mixer, 
before our product developer Joachim Liedtke provides you with a preview of the screening technology 
trends for the years to come. In the concluding article of this issue, find out why Engelsmann is  
celebrating a double première in October, and why it is worth your while to take part. 

» More Knowledge about Free Fall Mixing
» Fit for the Future: The Screening Technology of Tomorrow
» A Double Première in Rotterdam

We wish you happy reading. 

Your Engelsmann team 

September // 19 



More Knowledge about Free Fall Mixing

When buying industrial mixing technology, easy handling, minimum maintenance and a product- 
friendly working method all play an important role in the purchasing decision. 

Our team of experts tells you how you can benefit best from this when choosing a free-fall mixer and 
the things that you should be certain to bear in mind, taking the example of the JEL RRM drum hoop 
mixer. You also receive valuable tips on what the construction of free-fall mixers should be like in  
order to meet the highest hygiene requirements.

NEWSFLASH

»  Recommend article » More Information 
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Fit for the Future: The Screening Technology of Tomorrow

What requirements will modern screening machines have to fulfil today and in the future when it comes 
to factors such as handling and cleanability, for example? 

As part of an interview with the “Engelsmann News” editorial team, Joachim Liedtke, product developer 
at Engelsmann, provides a look behind the scenes and highlights which trends and requirements are 
becoming increasingly important at the practical level. 

Joachim Liedtke takes the example of the classic Engelsmann JEL Konti screen to show how the  
increased demands in terms of cleanability and handling are implemented during the development of  
a screening machine. 

»  Recommend article » More Information 
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A Double Première in Rotterdam

At this year‘s SOLIDS trade fair in Rotterdam, Engelsmann is celebrating a double première. The trade 
fair has become the biggest platform for the handling of bulk materials in the Netherlands – and we are 
attending it for the first time as an exhibitor. 

The second première awaits you on location, as in addition to new solutions in the field of big bag 
handling and screening technology, you can also get to know a new bulk solids expert at our trade fair 
stand, E126: Jeroen Eevenaar. Jeroen hails from the Netherlands and has been working as a custo-
mer consultant for the Benelux region since 01.09.2019. He will be pleased to answer any questions 
you may have about bulk solids technology. 

Be sure to secure your free admission ticket straight away. We look forward to your visit. 

» Recommend article » Get your ticket 
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Follow the link to our product portfolio: 

If you would like to stop receiving our newsletter, unsubscribe here. We will then immediately remove 
your e-mail address from the mailing list. Except for basic connection charges, you will not be charged 
for this. 
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